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Successive metamagnetic transitions and magnetoresistance in the low-carrier-density strongly
correlated electron system CeP
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Successive metamagnetic transitions in CeP are studied through magnetoresistance measurements up to 31.5
T over a wide temperature range between 0.7 and 44.1 K. As in previous papers, we find a series of transitions
in field and temperature that constitute a phase diagram. However, we find the observed transitions not to be
periodic in inverse field, and hence our results do not support previous models where the transitions are
triggered by crossings of the up- and down-spin Landau levels in a particular electronic energy band. The
present phase diagram reveals a close similarity to that of CeSb, and its general features are satisfactorily
explained with a simple thermodynamic model.@S0163-1829~98!01425-8#
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INTRODUCTION

The semimetallic cerium monopnictides CeX ~X5P, As,
Bi, and Sb! with the NaCl structure have been an object
extensive studies for many years.1,2 The carrier concentration
in these compounds is very low, a few %/Ce or less, and
strong interplay between the carriers and the Ce 4f spin
system leads to highly unusual magnetic and transport p
erties such as the complex magnetic phase diagram of Ce2

Compared with CeSb, the title compound CeP was thou
to be rather conventional. However, recent detailed inve
gations of CeP, made possible by successful growth of h
quality single crystals, have revealed that CeP is as rich
CeSb in the anomalous physical properties.3,4

Figure 1 shows a schematic magnetic field versus t
perature (H-T) phase diagram of CeP at low temperatu
and low magnetic fields applied parallel to@001#.4 In the
paramagnetic state, the crystal-field ground state of the C31

ion is G7 with the excitedG8 state about 150 K above.5 At
zero magnetic field CeP orders antiferromagnetically be
TN510.5 K with a simple type-I structure. The ordered m
ment, which is parallel to thê001& axis, is 0.8mB , close to
the value expected for theG7 ground state.6 With the mag-
netic field applied, three distinct regions called phases I
and III appear in the phase diagram. Neutron-scattering
periments have shown that two kinds of the Ce spins coe
in these regions~Fig. 1!: one is theG7 spin with a magnetic
moment of 0.7mB , while the other is theG8 spin with
2 mB .6 The spin structure in phase I is an eleven layer o
consisting of a ferromagnetically coupled double layer of
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~1!/309~5!/$15.00
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G8 spins and antiferromagnetically coupled nine layers of
G7 spins. The spins are ferromagnetically coupled with
each layer. On entering phase II with increasing field, theG7
spins are canted. In phase III, theG7 spins are paramagneti
and the period of the spin structure observed at 5.3 T is
layers.6 It is an intriguing problem why theG8 state is stabi-
lized in these phases despite the large crystal-field sep
tion. To answer this, Kasuya and co-workers argue forma
of magnetic polarons based on thep- f mixing model.7

The most mysterious phenomenon found in CeP is s
cessive metamagnetic transitions occurring at high magn
fields above 20 T.8 They were observed as steps in magn
tization curves recorded with pulsed magnetic fields. T
transition fields were reported to be equally spaced on
scale of the inverse field (1/H). By analogy with the ordi-
nary de Haas-van Alphen~dHvA! effect, the transition fre-
quencyFmeta may be defined from the spacing of the tran
tions asFmeta5@D(1/H)#21. For the field direction@001#,
Fmeta agreed well with a frequency observed in ea
Shubnikov-de Haas~SdH! effect measurements. To expla
the phenomenon, Kurodaet al. proposed the Stoner-Landa
model, in which the metamagnetic transitions are trigge
by crossings of up- and down-spin Landau levels in the p
ticular electronic energy band whose Fermi surface was s
via the SdH oscillation.8 In previous dHvA effect measure
ments below 14 T, we also confirmed thatFmeta agrees well
with one of the dHvA frequenciesa1 , observed in phase I
for all directions of the magnetic field.9 However, our recent
dHvA effect measurements up to 20 T cast some doubt ab
such correlation between the metamagnetic transitions
309 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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310 PRB 58T. TERASHIMA et al.
the Fermi surface. In a higher-field phase than phase II,
a1 frequency corresponding toFmetacan be detected only fo
limited field directions around@001#.10 If the a1 frequency
were directly connected with the successive metamagn
transitions, it should be observed for all field directions.

In this work, we have studied the successive metam
netic transitions through magnetoresistance measuremen
to 31.5 T over a wide temperature range. The phase diag
thus obtained shows appreciable disagreement at low
peratures with that of a previous work based on pulsed-fi
magnetization measurements. Our data do not favor a co
lation between the successive metamagnetic transitions
the Landau quantization of the conduction-electron ene
the positions of the transition fields are not equally spaced
the 1/H scale. Rather, the data clearly indicate a close r
tion between the successive metamagnetic transitions in
and the ferroparamagnetic~FP! phase of CeSb~Ref. 2!.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

The single crystal of CeP used in this study was grown
a recrystallization method as described in Ref. 3. The m
netoresistance in magnetic fields up to 31.5 T was meas
between 0.7 and 44.1 K with the standard four cont
method using an ac current (f 5100 Hz). The magnetic field
was applied in the@001# direction and was parallel to th
current ~longitudinal configuration!. For magnetic field

FIG. 1. Simplified magnetic phase diagram for magnetic fie
below 10 T applied parallel to the@001# axis of CeP~based on Ref.
4! and spin structures determined by neutron-scattering experim
~Ref. 6!. The long and short arrows indicate theG8 and G7 spins,
respectively.
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ramping, a slow sweep rate of about 0.04 T/s was norm
used to minimize the eddy current heating. The sample an
Cernox resistance thermometer were mounted as close
possible on the same copper plate to eliminate tempera
differences between them. Temperature control below 4
was done by stabilizing4He or 3He pressure, while above
K a heater was employed using a PID temperature contro
with the Cernox thermometer. In the latter case, the temp
ture error due to the magnetoresistance of the sensor is
mated to be a few % between 4 and 15 K, and less than
above 15 K.11 To avoid complications due to magnetic hy
teresis, the magnetoresistance measurements belowTN were
always made after heating the sample aboveTN and cooling
it in zero magnetic field.

We show the magnetoresistance at 0.7 K in Fig. 2~a! as a
typical magnetoresistance trace observed belowTN . With
increasing field, the resistivity starts to increase sharply
about 0.3 T, reaches the maximum atHp50.9 T, and then
decreases. Small features appear at 2.4 and 3.6 T. The r
tivity drops further atH f54.6 T andHc514.5 T. The oscil-
lations in the resistivity betweenH f and Hc are due to the
SdH effect. No clear transition appears aboveHc . However,
apparent hysteresis is observed between the up- and d
field-sweep traces. The singleH f transition in the up-sweep
trace splits into two successive transitions,H f at 4.6 T and
H f 8 at 3.6 T, in the down-sweep trace. The resistivity pe
does not appear in the down-sweep trace.

Figure 2~b! shows the magnetoresistance atT523.3 K
(.TN). On entering the phase III region at the magne
field H0 , the resistivity decreases sharply. AboveH0 , five
distinct transitions fromH1 to H5 , all accompanied by a
resistivity decrease, appear with a broad hysteresis. T
correspond to the successive metamagnetic transitions
served in the magnetization. Figure 2~c! shows the magne
toresistance traces as a function of temperature aboveTN .
~Note that we used a higher sweep rate to record
T544.1 K trace. Therefore, the hysteresis in theT544.1 K
trace, which appears to persist to very low fields, is m
likely due to a time delay caused by the time constant o
lock-in amplifier.! With increasing temperature, the trans
tion field H0 increases rapidly and the accompanying res
tivity decrease becomes less sharp. It seems that theH0 tran-
sition changes from first order to second order at about 40
At low temperatures, the hysteresis of the successive m
magnetic transitionsH1–H5 are remarkably large, extendin
for more than 5 T for theH5 transition at 11.0 K. The hys
teresis becomes smaller with increasing temperature, bu
still prominent even atT539.5 K. The transition fields show
a clear but nonmonotonic temperature variation: they fi
shift to higher fields, reach a maxima at about 30 K, th
decrease.

Because of the temperature dependence of the succe
metamagnetic transitions, the transitions are also visible
temperature variation of the resistivity at a constant field.
the H523 T resistivity trace shown in the inset of Fig. 2~a!,
the broad hysteresis extending between about 20 and 28
due to theH4 transition.

Figure 3 summarizes all the transitions and anomalies
served in the resistivity versus magnetic-field traces. N
that all the transitionsH0–H5 , exceptH0 above about 40 K,
are of first order judging from their apparent hysteresis. T
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transitions, I, II,D, E, F, and j , reported by Kurodaet al.
are also shown by dotted lines.8 Our H0 transition most
likely corresponds to the transition I, though two branch
diverging from the phase boundary I, the transition II, a
the other one starting at about 34 K, were not observed in
present study. OurH2 , H3 , H4 , andH5 transitions seem to
correspond to the transitionsj , F, E, andD, respectively.

FIG. 2. Resistivity of CeP as a function of the magnetic field
~a! T50.7 K, ~b! T523.3 K, and~c! several temperatures abov
TN510.5 K. The magnetic field and the electric current were p
allel and applied along the@001# direction. The curvesH0 , H4 , and
H5 shown in the figure~c! are guides to the eye. The inset of th
figure ~a! shows temperature dependence of the resistivity at c
stant fields.
s

e

Figure 4 shows the inverse transition fields 1/H1– 1/H5 at
11.0 K against an integer index~with arbitrary zero!. Since
the hysteresis is large, we have plotted not only the up-
down-sweep data but also their medians, which are expe
to be good approximation to the thermodynamic transit
fields. The transitionsA–F reported by Kurodaet al. are
also shown for comparison~they observed three transition
A, B, andC above the transitionD!.8 Clearly, our data do
not lie on a straight line, and do not support the inverse fi
relationship.

t

-

n-

FIG. 3. Transition fields determined from resistivity vs magne
field traces. The closed symbols and crosses indicate the up-s
data, while the open symbols show the down-sweep data. The
sition fields determined by Kurodaet al. ~Ref. 8! are shown by
dotted lines for comparison.

FIG. 4. Inverses transition fields, 1/H0– 1/H5 , at 11 K against
an integer index~with arbitrary zero!. The closed~open! triangles
indicate the up-field-sweep~down-field-sweep! data. The solid line
shows the medians of the up- and down-sweep transition fields.
inverses transition fields, 1/A– 1/F, determined by Kurodaet al.
~Ref. 8! are also shown for comparison.
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312 PRB 58T. TERASHIMA et al.
Figure 5 shows theH-T phase diagram based on the m
dians of the up- and down-sweep transition fields. Since
H1 transition is not observed in the down sweeps, the
sweep data are shown by a dotted line. Some transition
anomalies are omitted for simplicity. The broken line det
mined from low-field magnetization data is reproduced fro
Ref. 12.

DISCUSSION

The discrepancy between the data of Kurodaet al. ~Ref.
8! and ours is appreciable, especially at low temperatu
~Fig. 3!. We note that Kurodaet al.determined the transition
fields based only on up sweeps of the pulsed-magnetic fi
Since their transition lines deviate upward from ours at l
temperatures, part of the discrepancy is attributed to the
ference in sweep rates of the magnetic field. It is poss
that the rise of the pulsed magnetic field is too fast compa
with the magnetic relaxation of the sample. Another noti
able discrepancy is that we did not see well-developed t
sitions aboveHc belowTN where Kurodaet al.observed the
transitionsD andE. This point will be discussed later. Th
most important manifestation of the discrepancy is that
inverses of our transition fields are not equally spaced~Fig.
4!. Therefore, our data do not support the idea that the s
cessive metamagnetic transitions are directly connected
the crossing of up- and down-spin Landau levels in a spec
conduction-electron energy band.

The magnetoresistance traces observed belowTN @Fig.
2~a!# are compatible with previous works on magnetizatio
ac susceptibility, dHvA effect, and neutron scattering. T
magnetization data at 4.2 K indicate that the transition fr
the zero-field antiferromagnetic~AF! state to phase I is ac
companied by a gradual increase in the magnetization
tween about 0.1 and 1 T rather than a sharp jump.12 The

FIG. 5. Magnetic phase diagram of CeP for the magnetic fi
parallel to the@001# axis based on the medians of the up- a
down-field-sweep transition fields. Since theH1 transition is not
observed in a down sweep, the up-sweep transitions are show
the dotted line. The broken line determined from low-field mag
tization is reproduced from Ref. 12.
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initial steep increase in the resistivity is probably due to d
order introduced by random nucleation of phase I doma
The peak fieldHp may thus be assigned to the field whe
the gradual transformation finishes. Then the domains me
into larger ones and the magnetic ordering becomes m
perfect. This could be an origin of the subsequent decreas
the resistivity. The magnetization data also indicate that,
ter application of the magnetic field, phase I instead of
AF state stays stable in zero-magnetic field.12 Thus the lack
of the resistivity peak in the down-sweep trace is also in l
with the magnetization data. TheH f transition is attributed to
the spin-flop transition in the AFG7 layers as was demon
strated by the neutron-scattering experiments.6 Then theHc
transition can be ascribed to the transition to the fie
induced ferromagnetic state of theG7 layers. The ac suscep
tibility data support the interpretation~Ref. 10!: it drops at
theHc transition as is usually observed in an antiferromag
when a field-induced ferromagnetic state is stabilized ove
spin-flop state with increasing field. The most remarka
feature in Fig. 2~a! is the fact that the up- and down-swee
traces never coincide with each other. This is in accord w
unusually history-sensitive dHvA oscillations reporte
previously.9 The dHvA oscillations in an up sweep of th
field and those in a subsequent down sweep were found t
very different.

The absence of the transitionsH1–H5 below TN in our
data can be justified by taking account of the extraordina
strong hysteresis. The strong hysteresis implies substa
energy barriers between different magnetic phases. S
there is a definite difference between the up-sweep
down-sweep traces of the magnetoresistance aboveHc @Fig.
2~a!#, it is apparent that different magnetic phases are nu
ated aboveHc even belowTN . However, because of th
large energy barrier, the local nucleation of a magnetic ph
can not develop into a full phase transition over the wh
crystal. That is, the transitions are smeared out by the h
teresis. The ac susceptibility data provide indications of s
nucleations. Several sharp spikes have been recorded in
temperature (T50.05 K) ac susceptibility measurements10

The fields where the spikes appear differ each time. T
could be due to the local nucleation of magnetic phases.
question why Kurodaet al. observed the successive trans
tions even belowTN remains to be answered. One possib
explanation could be sample heating due to the quick rise
the pulsed field.

The phase boundariesH1–H5 in the present phase dia
gram~Fig. 5! quite resembles the phase boundaries betw
FP phases of CeSb~Ref. 2!. The magnetic structure in the F
phases is characterized by regular stacking of ferromagn
and paramagnetic layers. With increasing field, stacking
quences with a denser ferromagnetic-layer content appe
order. The phase boundaries between those phases ar
proximately parallel in theH-T plane. In the case of CeP,
regular lattice of the ferromagneticG8 layers forms in the sea
of the paramagneticG7 layers aboveH0 ~the phase III re-
gion!. By analogy to the CeSb FP phases, we assume tha
transitionsH1–H5 correspond to discontinuous increases
theG8 to G7 ratio. Then general features of the phase bou
ariesH0–H5 are well explained by a simple thermodynam
model that is essentially the same that applied by Ros
Mignod et al. to explain the complex phase diagram
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CeSb.2 We attribute given magnetic momentM7 (M8) and
entropyS7 (S8) to a G7 (G8) spin. The slopes of the phas
boundaries are determined by the formu
dH/dT52DS/DM , whereDS5S8-S7 andDM5M8-M7 .
Letting S75k ln 2 andM750 since theG7 spins are para-
magnetic, and lettingS850 and M852mB since theG8
spins are ferromagnetically ordered, we ha
dH/dT50.59 T/K, which is close to the observed slope
the H0 transition, 0.52 T/K in the limit ofH→0. This sim-
plified model predicts the same slope for all the pha
boundariesH0–H5 , while the slopes of the observed pha
boundaries become smaller at higher fields. This is beca
DS becomes zero beforeDM : DM stays finite even when
the G7 spins are fully aligned by the magnetic field an
henceS750. One important feature that the model fails
explain is the negative slopes ofH3 , H4 , and H5 above
about 30 K. The local maxima of the phase boundary lin
indicate that the entropies of theG8 and G7 spins are com-
parable at this temperature regime. We may ascribe thi
excitations within theG8 state that may no longer be neg
gible. A quantitative argument is, however, not possible u
the stabilization mechanism of theG8 state is clarified.

Since theH-T and pressure versus temperature phase
grams of CeP are known to be very similar,4 it is interesting
to note results of high-pressure neutron-scattering exp
ments. The magnetic structures 9°, 8°, 7°, and so on ap
in order with increasing pressure,13 where the structuren°
has an n-layer period composed of a ferromagneticG8
double layer and (n22) paramagneticG7 layers. If we apply
the same scenario to theH-T phase diagram, the magnet
structure just aboveH5 will be 5° ~note that the magnetic
a
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structure just aboveH0 is 10°!. According to the pulsed-field
magnetization measurements, three or four transitions are
pected aboveH5 and they are enough to drive the whole sp
system into a complete ferromagnetic state~the magnetic
structure 2°!, though one extra spin structure other than t
n° series is necessary in the case of the four transitions.

CONCLUSION

The successive metamagnetic transitions in CeP w
clearly observed in the resistivity versus magnetic field a
resistivity versus temperature traces. The phase diagram
tained shows considerable disagreement with one previo
determined from magnetization measurements in pul
magnetic fields. The present transition fields are not equ
spaced on the 1/H scale, thereby giving strong evidenc
against the idea that the metamagnetic transitions are dire
connected with the Landau-quantization of a spec
conduction-electron energy band. The present phase diag
reveals a close relation to the FP phases of CeSb. We
account for the general features of the phase diagram u
the simple thermodynamic model that is essentially the sa
as previously applied to CeSb. We have speculated that
magnetic structure will change from 10° to 9°, 8°, and so
with increasing magnetic field. It would be very interestin
that such changes are confirmed by neutron-scattering
periments in pulsed magnetic fields. The local maxima of
phase boundary lines appearing around 30 K at high fie
are worthy of further investigations in relation to the ma
netic polaron model of CeP. It could provide valuable info
mation about how the magnetic polaron evolves with
temperature.
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